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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF MAXIMAL IMMEDIATE EXTENSIONS OF
VALUED DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS
LOU VAN DEN DRIES AND NIGEL PYNN-COATES
Abstract. So far there exist just a few results about the uniqueness of maximal immediate valued
differential field extensions and about the relationship between differential-algebraic maximality
and differential-henselianity; see [1, Chapter 7]. We remove here the assumption of monotonicity
in these results but replace it with the assumption that the value group is the union of its convex
subgroups of finite (archimedean) rank. We also show the existence and uniqueness of differential-
henselizations of asymptotic fields with such a value group.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with various uniqueness properties of immediate differential-henselian ex-
tensions of valued differential fields. First, some notations and conventions, which we keep as close
as possible to [1]. A valued differential field is a field with both a valuation and a derivation on
it, of equicharacteristic 0 (that is, the residue field has characteristic 0). Throughout, K will be
a valued differential field with value group Γ, (surjective) valuation v : K× → Γ, valuation ring
O = {a ∈ K : v(a) > 0}, maximal ideal O = {a : v(a) > 0} of O, and residue field k = O/O. We let
∂ be the derivation of K and C = {a ∈ K : ∂(a) = 0} the constant field of K. When the derivation
is clear from context, we often write a′ for ∂(a). Given also a valued differential field L, we let ΓL
be its value group, kL be its residue field, etc.
Our primary assumption is that K has small derivation, i.e., ∂O ⊆ O. It follows that ∂ is
continuous with respect to the valuation topology on K (see [1, Lemma 4.4.6]) and that ∂O ⊆ O
(see [1, Lemma 4.4.2]), so ∂ induces a derivation on k. Throughout, k will be construed as a
differential field with this derivation. A differential field E of characteristic 0 is said to be linearly
surjective if for all a0, . . . , ar ∈ E, ar 6= 0, there is y ∈ E such that 1+ a0y+ a1y
′+ · · ·+ ary
(r) = 0.
Note that if k is linearly surjective, then the induced derivation on k is nontrivial.
In this paper, the word extension abbreviates valued differential field extension with small deriva-
tion. Similarly, embedding will mean valued differential field embedding into a valued differential
field with small derivation. If L is an extension of K, then we consider k as a differential subfield
of kL and Γ as a subgroup of ΓL in the usual way. An extension L of K is immediate if ΓL = Γ and
kL = k. We say that K is maximal if it has no proper immediate extensions. We say that K is
differential-algebraically maximal (d-algebraically maximal for short) if it has no proper d-algebraic
immediate extensions. Maximal immediate extensions of K exist by Zorn, and are spherically
complete by [2]. Likewise, d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K exist.
The authors of [2] conjecture that if k is linearly surjective, then all maximal immediate exten-
sions of K are isomorphic over K. Similarly, we expect that if k is linearly surjective, then all
d-algebraically maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K. Both con-
jectures hold when K is monotone, i.e., v(a′) > v(a) for all a ∈ O: [1, Theorem 7.4.3]; for monotone
K with many constants, that is, v(C×) = Γ, this is due to Scanlon [3]. We are primarily interested
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in the non-monotone case, and prove these conjectures when Γ has finite (archimedean) rank, that
is, Γ has only finitely many convex subgroups. More generally:
Theorem 1.1. If k is linearly surjective and Γ is the union of its finite rank convex subgroups, then
any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K, and any two d-algebraically
maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
To prove this, we isolate a property, the differential-henselian configuration property, used implicitly
in [1], and do the proof in two steps. The first step is completely new and shows in §3 that Γ as in the
theorem has the differential-henselian configuration property. The second shows in the same way
as in the monotone case that the conclusion of the theorem holds whenever k is linearly surjective
and Γ has this property; this is done in §4.
We also use the differential-henselian configuration property to prove the existence and unique-
ness of differential-henselizations. First we recall the definition of differential-henselianity from [1].
Let K{Y } = K[Y, Y ′, Y ′′, . . . ] be the differential polynomial ring over K. For P ∈ K{Y }, v(P ) is
the minimum valuation of the coefficients of P and Pd is the homogeneous part of P of degree d.
Definition. K is differential-henselian (d-henselian for short) if:
(1) k is linearly surjective, and
(2) for all P ∈ O{Y }, if v(P0) > 0 and v(P1) = 0, then there is y ∈ O with P (y) = 0.
The notion of d-henselianity is connected to d-algebraic maximality: ifK is d-algebraically maximal
and k is linearly surjective, then K is d-henselian, by [1, Theorem 7.0.1]. The authors of that book
also proved a partial converse [1, Theorem 7.0.3]: if K is monotone, d-henselian, and has few
constants (i.e., C ⊆ O), then K is d-algebraically maximal. They asked whether the monotonicity
assumption can be dropped. The following is a partial result in that direction:
Theorem 1.2. If K is d-henselian, has few constants, and Γ is the union of its finite rank convex
subgroups, then K is d-algebraically maximal.
If k is linearly surjective, then K has an immediate d-henselian extension: just take any immediate
extension of K that is maximal (or d-algebraically maximal). Conversely, if K has an immediate
d-henselian extension, then k must be linearly surjective. In analogy with the henselization of a
valued field, we propose:
Definition. A differential-henselization (d-henselization for short) ofK is an immediate d-henselian
extension of K that embeds over K into every immediate d-henselian extension of K.
Now, we turn to the setting of asymptotic fields. We recall from [1, §9.1] that K is said to be
asymptotic if, for all f, g ∈ O \ {0},
v(f) > v(g) ⇐⇒ v(f ′) > v(g′).
Note that if K is asymptotic, then it has few constants. Conversely, if K is d-henselian and has
few constants, then it is asymptotic by [1, Lemmas 9.1.1 and 7.1.8].
Theorem 1.3. If K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and Γ is the union of its finite rank
convex subgroups, then K has, up to isomorphism over K, a unique d-henselization.
If ∂ is trivial, then the results above, with no assumptions on Γ, are given by the analogous results
for valued fields. If Γ = {0} (i.e., the valuation is trivial), then K ∼= k as differential fields, and K
is the unique maximal immediate extension of K.
To review the standing assumptions, K is throughout a valued differential field (of equicharac-
teristic 0) with small derivation. We henceforth assume that both the derivation and valuation are
nontrivial. Additional assumptions on K, Γ, or k will be specified where needed. In particular, we
sometimes assume that the induced derivation on k is nontrivial. Note that when this is the case,
all extensions of K are strict, as defined in [2].
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Finally, we often use results from [1], especially from Sections 2.2, 3.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 6.1, 6.6, 6.8,
6.9, 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, but we give precise references.
The present paper, like [1, Chapters 6,7] and [2], is meant to contribute to an emerging theory
of valued differential fields, in analogy with the theory of valued fields. One contrast to keep in
mind is that small valued differential fields have typically rather large (infinite rank) value groups.
Additional notations and conventions. We let m,n, r, d ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . . }. If ∆ is an ordered
abelian group, we let ∆> = {δ ∈ ∆ : δ > 0}. If E is a field, we let E× = E \ {0}. If E is a valued
field and its valuation vE is clear from the context, then we define for a, b ∈ E
×:
a 4 b ⇔ vE(a) > vE(b), a ≺ b ⇔ vE(a) > vE(b),
a ≍ b ⇔ vE(a) = vE(b), a ∼ b ⇔ a− b ≺ b.
We abbreviate “pseudocauchy sequence” by pc-sequence and use facts about them frequently; see
[1, §2.2 and §3.2]. In the differential setting, see [1, §4.4, §6.8, and §6.9] for the notions of a
pc-sequence being of d-algebraic type (equivalently, having a minimal differential polynomial) and
being of d-transcendental type.
As to differential polynomials, let E be a differential field (of characteristic 0) and set E{Y }6= :=
E{Y } \ {0}. The order of P ∈ E{Y } is the least r such that P ∈ E[Y, Y ′, . . . , Y (r)]. Let rP be the
order of P . Then the degree of P is its total degree as an element of E[Y, Y ′, . . . , Y (rP )], denoted
degP . Let sP be the degree of P in Y
(rP ) and tP = degP . Then the complexity of P is the ordered
triple (rP , sP , tP ) and is denoted c(P ). We often use the multiplicative conjugate P×a = P (aY ) and
the additive conjugate P+a = P (a+ Y ), for a ∈ E. For more on such conjugation, see [1, §4.3].
For a valued differential field E we extend its valuation vE to E{Y } by
vE(P ) := min{vE(a) : a is a coefficient of P},
and we extend the binary relations 4, ≺, ≍, and ∼ on E to E{Y } accordingly.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, P ∈ K{Y }6=, and (aρ) is a pc-sequence in K with γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ); here and
later ρ+ 1 denotes the immediate successor of ρ in the well-ordered set of indices. Recall from [1,
§6.6] the notion of the dominant part of P : To any P we associate dP ∈ K
× with dP ≍ P such
that dP = dQ for all Q ∈ K{Y }
6= with Q ∼ P . Then d−1P P ≍ 1, so we can define the dominant
part DP ∈ k{Y }
6= of P to be the image of d−1P P in k{Y } and the dominant degree of P to be
ddegP := degDP . We refer to [1, §6.6] for basic properties of these notions. For later use we show
that the condition ddegP > 1 is necessary for the existence of a zero f 4 1 of P in an extension of
K:
Lemma 2.1. Let g ∈ K×, and suppose P (f) = 0 for some f 4 g in some extension of K. Then
ddegP×g > 1.
Proof. Let L be an extension of K and suppose f ∈ L, f 4 g, and P (f) = 0. Then f = ag for some
a ∈ L with a 4 1. Letting Q = P×g, we have Q(a) = 0, so DQ(a¯) = 0. Hence, ddegP×g > 1. 
For γ ∈ Γ we have by [1, §6.6] that for all g ∈ K× with vg = γ,
ddeg>γ P := max{ddegP×f : f ∈ K
×, vf > γ} = ddegP×g.
Dominant degree in a cut. Here we define the crucial notion of “dominant degree in a cut” and
record some basic properties. This is a special case of the “newton degree in a cut” in [2].
Lemma 2.2. There is an index ρ0 and a number d
(
P, (aρ)
)
∈ N such that for all ρ > ρ0,
ddeg>γρ P+aρ = d
(
P, (aρ)
)
.
Whenever (bσ) is a pc-sequence in K equivalent to (aρ), we have d
(
P, (aρ)
)
= d
(
P, (bσ)
)
.
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Proof. Take ρ0 such that for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0, we have γρ′ > γρ and γρ ∈ Γ. Then
ddeg>γρ′ P+aρ′ 6 ddeg>γρ P+aρ for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0
by [1, Corollary 6.6.12]. This gives the existence of d
(
P, (aρ)
)
. Set d = d
(
P, (aρ)
)
. We can assume
ρ0 to be so large that ddeg>γρ P+aρ = d for all ρ > ρ0. Let (bσ) be a pc-sequence in K equivalent to
(aρ), and set βσ = v(bσ+1 − bσ). Take an index σ0 and e ∈ N so that βσ ∈ Γ and ddeg>βσ P+bσ = e
for all σ > σ0. By [1, Lemma 2.2.17], we can further arrange that bσ − aρ ≺ aρ − aρ0 and βσ > γρ0
for all ρ > ρ0 and σ > σ0. Then for σ > σ0 we have v(bσ − aρ0) = γρ0 , and so
e = ddeg>βσ P+bσ 6 ddeg>γρ0 P+aρ0 = d,
by [1, Corollary 6.6.12]. By symmetry, we also have d 6 e, so d = e. 
As in [2, §2] and [1, §11.2], we associate to each pc-sequence (aρ) in K its cut in K, denoted cK(aρ),
such that if (bσ) is a pc-sequence in K, then
cK(aρ) = cK(bσ) ⇐⇒ (bσ) is equivalent to (aρ).
Below, a := cK(aρ). Note that cK(aρ + y) for y ∈ K depends only on a and y, so we let a + y
denote cK(aρ + y). Similarly, cK(aρy) for y ∈ K
× depends only on a and y, so we let a · y denote
cK(aρy).
Definition. The dominant degree of P in the cut of (aρ), denoted ddega P , is the natural number
d
(
P, (aρ)
)
from the previous lemma.
Lemma 2.3. The dominant degree in a cut has the following properties:
(1) ddeg
a
P 6 degP ;
(2) ddeg
a
P+y = ddega+y P for y ∈ K;
(3) if y ∈ K and vy is in the width of (aρ), then ddega P+y = ddega P ;
(4) ddeg
a
P×y = ddega·y P for y ∈ K
×;
(5) if Q ∈ K{Y }6=, then ddeg
a
PQ = ddeg
a
P + ddeg
a
Q;
(6) if P (ℓ) = 0 for some pseudolimit ℓ of (aρ) in an extension of K, then ddega P > 1;
(7) if L is an extension of K, then ddeg
a
P = ddeg
aL
P , where aL = cL(aρ).
Proof. Items (1), (2), (4), and (5) follow routinely from basic facts about dominant degree, (3)
follows from (2), and (7) is obvious.
For (6), let ℓ be a pseudolimit of (aρ) in an extension of K with P (ℓ) = 0. Take ρ0 such that,
for all ρ > ρ0, v(ℓ − aρ) = γρ ∈ Γ and d
(
P, (aρ)
)
= ddeg>γρ P+aρ . Let ρ > ρ0 and set Q = P+aρ .
Then Q(ℓ− aρ) = 0, so ddegQ×g > 1 for any g ∈ K with vg = γρ, by Lemma 2.1. 
Coarsening and specialization. Coarsening and specializing are central to the arguments in
this paper, so we review the definitions here. Details and proofs can be found in [1, §3.4].
Let ∆ 6= {0} be a proper convex subgroup of Γ. Then we have another valuation on K,
v∆ : K
× → Γ/∆
a 7→ v(a) + ∆.
We denote K with this valuation by K∆ and call it the coarsening of K by ∆. Set v˙ := v∆,
Γ˙ := Γ/∆, and γ˙ := γ +∆, so if v(a) = γ, then v˙(a) = γ˙. The valuation ring of K∆ is
O˙ = {a ∈ K : v˙(a) > 0} = {a ∈ K : v(a) > δ for some δ ∈ ∆} ⊇ O
with maximal ideal
O˙ = {a ∈ K : v˙(a) > 0} = {a ∈ K : v(a) > ∆} ⊆ O.
With the same derivation, ∂, K∆ is a valued differential field. By [1, Corollary 4.4.4], ∂O˙ ⊆ O˙, so
K∆ has small derivation. Of course, Γ˙ 6= {0}, so K∆ satisfies our standing assumptions.
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Its residue field, K˙ = O˙/O˙, is also a valued field, called the specialization of K to ∆. For a ∈ O˙,
let a˙ = a+ O˙. Then the valuation v : K˙× → ∆ is defined by v(a˙) = v(a), if a ∈ O˙ \ O˙. Note that K˙
is also a differential field because K∆ has small derivation, and K˙ has small derivation because K
does. As ∆ 6= {0}, K˙ also satisfies our standing assumptions.
Some pc-sequences in K remain pc-sequences after coarsening or specializing. To discuss this,
we say (aρ) is ∆-fluent if for some index ρ0 we have γρ′ − γρ > ∆, for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0; in that
case (aρ) is still a pc-sequence in K∆. We say (aρ) is ∆-jammed if for some index ρ0 we have
γρ′ − γρ ∈ ∆, for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0. If aρ ∈ O˙ and γρ ∈ ∆, eventually, then (aρ) is ∆-jammed and (a˙ρ)
is a pc-sequence in K˙, where by convention we drop the indices ρ for which aρ /∈ O˙. If (aρ) is not
∆-jammed, then it has a ∆-fluent cofinal subsequence.
Let ddeg∆ P be the dominant degree of P with respect to the valuation v˙ = v∆ on K. Here is
how the dominant degree in a cut behaves under coarsening:
Lemma 2.4. Suppose (aρ) is ∆-fluent. Let a = cK(aρ) and a∆ = cK∆(aρ). Then
ddeg
a
P 6 ddeg∆
a∆
P.
Proof. For g ∈ K× with vg = γρ and Q := P+aρ we have
ddeg∆>γ˙ρ Q = ddeg
∆Q×g > ddegQ×g = ddeg>γρ Q.
It follows that ddeg
a
P 6 ddeg∆
a∆
P . 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose P ∈ O˙{Y } \ O˙{Y }, b ∈ O˙, and h ∈ O˙ \ O˙. Then
ddeg P˙+b˙ = ddegP+b and ddeg P˙×h˙ = ddegP×h.
Proof. By [1, Lemma 4.3.1], we have P˙+b˙ =
˙(P+b) and P˙×h˙ =
˙(P×h). It remains to note that
ddegQ = ddeg Q˙, for all Q ∈ O˙{Y } \ O˙{Y }. 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose P ∈ O˙{Y } \ O˙{Y }, and aρ ∈ O˙, γρ ∈ ∆, eventually. Let a = cK(aρ) and
a˙ = cK˙(a˙ρ). Then ddega P = ddega˙ P˙ .
Proof. For g ∈ K× with vg = γρ ∈ ∆ we have
ddeg>γρ P˙+a˙ρ = ddeg P˙+a˙ρ,×g˙ and ddeg>γρ P+aρ = ddegP+aρ,×g,
so the desired result follows from Lemma 2.5. 
3. The differential-henselian configuration property
In this section, we assume that the induced derivation on k is nontrivial. This makes available tools
from [1, §6.8 and §6.9] on constructing immediate extensions, which are fundamental to our results.
We introduce here the differential-henselian configuration property. In [1, Proposition 7.4.1], the
authors proved that monotone valued differential fields have this property, from which they deduced
the uniqueness of maximal immediate extensions of monotone fields, and of d-algebraically maximal
d-algebraic immediate extensions of monotone fields. In §4, we show that those results depend only
on the differential-henselian configuration property, not on monotonicity.
The goal then of this section is to prove that a valued differential field with value group of finite
rank has the differential-henselian configuration property, in Corollary 3.2. Corollary 3.5 extends
this to valued differential fields whose value group is the union of its finite rank convex subgroups.
The theorems in the introduction then follow from the results of §4 combined with Corollary 3.5.
Recall that a pc-sequence in K is divergent if it has no pseudolimit in K.
Definition. We say K has the differential-henselian configuration property (dh-configuration prop-
erty for short) if, for every divergent pc-sequence (aρ) in K with minimal differential polynomial
G(Y ) over K, we have ddeg
a
G = 1.
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Rephrasing [1, Proposition 7.4.1] gives that monotoneK have the dh-configuration property. There,
the assumption on G was weaker, but this form was all that was necessary for the consequences
mentioned above. If Γ has finite rank, then we call the number of nontrivial convex subgroups its
rank. By [1, Corollary 6.1.2], if Γ has rank 1, then K is monotone (assuming small derivation, as
we are). Thus if Γ has rank 1, then K has the dh-configuration property. This will be the base
case for an inductive proof of Corollary 3.2.
And now, we examine how the dh-configuration property relates to coarsening and specialization.
To distinguish between pseudoconvergence in K and in a coarsening of K with valuation v˙, we
write  v for the former and  v˙ for the latter. We use  for pseudoconvergence in both K and
specializations of K.
Proposition 3.1. Let ∆ 6= {0} be a proper convex subgroup of Γ. Let K∆ be the coarsening of K
by ∆ and K˙ be the specialization of K to ∆. Suppose that K∆ and K˙ have the dh-configuration
property. Then so does K.
Proof. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y ) over K. We need
to show that ddeg
a
G = 1. By the definition of minimal differential polynomial in [1, p. 227] we
can replace (aρ) by an equivalent pc-sequence to arrange that G(aρ) 0.
At this point we distinguish between Case 1 and Case 2 below, but first we indicate a construction
that is needed in both cases and which depends only on the assumptions and arrangements that are
now in place. Using [1, Lemma 6.9.3] we obtain a pseudolimit a of (aρ) in an immediate extension
K〈a〉 of K with G(a) = 0. Hence ddeg
a
G > 1 by Lemma 2.3 (6), so it is enough to show that
ddeg
a
G 6 1. Let P = G+a, so degP = degG by [1, Corollary 4.3.2]. Set γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ).
By [1, Lemma 6.8.3] and its proof, as well as the remarks after [1, Lemma 6.8.1], we have a
pc-sequence (bρ) equivalent to (aρ) such that:
(i) G(bρ) 0,
(ii) v(bρ+1 − bρ) = v(bρ − a) = γρ, eventually, and
(iii) v
(
G(bρ)
)
= v
(
P (bρ − a)
)
= vP (γρ), eventually.
Then a = cK(bρ), as (bρ) is equivalent to (aρ). From [1, Corollary 6.1.10] and P (0) = 0 we obtain
an e with 1 6 e 6 degP such that Pe 6= 0 and
v
(
G(bρ)
)
= vP (γρ) = min
d
vPd(γρ) = vPe(γρ), eventually.
Then [1, Corollary 6.1.3] gives, for all sufficiently large ρ and all ρ′ > ρ,
(∗) v
(
G(bρ′)
)
− v
(
G(bρ)
)
= vPe(γρ′)− vPe(γρ) = e(γρ′ − γρ) + o(γρ′ − γρ).
Case 1: (aρ) is not ∆-jammed. Then (aρ) has a ∆-fluent cofinal subsequence. Replacing (aρ)
by such a subsequence we arrange that (aρ) is ∆-fluent, preserving G(aρ)  0. Next we do the
construction above of a, (bρ), P, e. Note that then (bρ) is also ∆-fluent by (ii).
We claim that
(
G(bρ)
)
is ∆-fluent, that is, for all sufficiently large ρ and all ρ′ > ρ,
v
(
G(bρ′+1)−G(bρ′)
)
− v
(
G(bρ+1)−G(bρ)
)
> ∆.
Since G(bρ) 0, v
(
G(bρ)
)
is eventually strictly increasing, and thus v
(
G(bρ+1)−G(bρ)
)
= v
(
G(bρ)
)
,
eventually. Hence it is enough to show that, for all sufficiently large ρ and all ρ′ > ρ,
v
(
G(bρ′)
)
− v
(
G(bρ)
)
> ∆.
This inequality holds by (∗), since γρ′ − γρ > ∆, eventually. So
(
G(bρ)
)
is ∆-fluent and G(bρ) v˙ 0.
Next we show that G remains a minimal differential polynomial of (bρ) over K∆. So let (eλ)
be a pc-sequence in K∆ that is equivalent to (aρ) (with respect to v˙) and suppose H ∈ K{Y } is
such that H(eλ)  v˙ 0. Since v˙ is a coarsening of v, [1, Lemmas 2.2.21 and 2.2.17 (iii)] give that
(eλ) is a pc-sequence in K that is equivalent to (bρ) (with respect to v). From H(eλ)  v˙ 0 we
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get H(eλ)  v 0, and hence c(H) > c(G). As K∆ has the dh-configuration property, we obtain
ddeg∆
a∆
G = 1, so ddeg
a
G 6 1 by Lemma 2.4, as desired.
Case 2: (aρ) is ∆-jammed. Take an index ρ0 so large that, for all ρ
′ > ρ > ρ0,
γρ ∈ Γ, v(aρ′ − aρ) = γρ, γρ′ > γρ, and γρ − γρ0 ∈ ∆.
Take g ∈ K with vg = γρ0 . Then, replacing (aρ) by ((aρ − aρ0)/g) and G by G+aρ0 ,×g, we arrange
that v(aρ) = 0 and γρ ∈ ∆
>, eventually, preserving G(aρ) 0. This is possible by Lemma 2.3 (2)
and (4). By scaling G we also arrange v(G) = 0 ∈ ∆. At this point we do the construction above
of a, (bρ), P , e. From v(a) = 0 and (ii) we get v(bρ) = 0, eventually.
We claim that G˙(b˙ρ) is a pc-sequence in K˙ with G˙(b˙ρ) 0. First, by [1, Lemma 4.5.1], v(P ) = 0.
This yields v(Pe) ∈ ∆: otherwise, v(Pe) > ∆ and so by taking d 6= e with v(Pd) = 0 we obtain
vPe(γρ) > vPd(γρ), eventually, by [1, Corollary 6.1.5] and because γρ ∈ ∆, eventually; but this
contradicts the choice of e. Next, from [1, Corollary 6.1.3] and v(Pe) ∈ ∆ we get
v
(
G(bρ)
)
= vPe(γρ) = v(Pe) + eγρ + o(γρ) ∈ ∆, eventually,
so v
(
G˙(b˙ρ)
)
= v(Pe)+eγρ+o(γρ), eventually, and thus G˙(b˙ρ) is a pc-sequence in K˙ with G˙(b˙ρ) 0.
Finally, we show that G˙ is a minimal differential polynomial of (a˙ρ) over K˙. So let (eλ) be a
well-indexed sequence in O˙ such that (e˙λ) is a pc-sequence in K˙ equivalent to (a˙ρ), and thus to
(b˙ρ), and let H ∈ O˙{Y } be such that H˙ ∈ K˙{Y }
6=, H˙(e˙λ) 0 and c(H) = c(H˙). Then [1, Lemma
3.4.1] gives H(eλ) 0. Moreover, (eλ) is equivalent to (bρ), so c(H) > c(G), and thus c(H˙) > c(G˙).
The hypothesis on K˙ therefore yields ddeg
a˙
G˙ = 1, and so ddeg
a
G = 1 by Corollary 2.6. 
Note that the part of the proof preceding Case 1 does not use the assumptions on K∆ and K˙, that
Case 1 only uses the assumption on K∆, and Case 2 only the assumption on K˙.
Corollary 3.2. Suppose Γ has finite rank. Then K has the dh-configuration property.
Proof. By induction on the rank of Γ. If Γ has rank 1, then K is monotone, so has the dh-
configuration property. If Γ has rank n > 1, then it has a proper convex subgroup ∆ 6= {0}. Both
Γ/∆ and ∆ have rank < n, so the coarsening of K by ∆ and the specialization of K to ∆ have the
dh-configuration property by the induction hypothesis. Then Proposition 3.1 gives the result. 
Definition. An ordered abelian group G has the differential-henselian configuration property (dh-
configuration property for short) if every valued differential field with small derivation, nontrivial
induced derivation on its residue field, and value group G has the dh-configuration property.
Thus any G of finite rank has the dh-configuration property by Corollary 3.2. This property is
inherited by “convex” unions, but for that we need the following:
Lemma 3.3. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K of width {∞} and G(Y ) a minimal differential
polynomial of (aρ) over K. Then ddegaG = 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we arrange G(aρ)  0, take a pseudolimit a of (aρ)
in an immediate extension of K with G(a) = 0, and set P := G+a (with degP = degG), and
γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ). We also arrange that (γρ) is strictly increasing and v(a − aρ) = γρ for all
ρ. We claim that P1 6= 0. To prove this claim, let r be the order of G. Then ∂G/∂Y
(r) 6= 0.
Hence
(
∂G/∂Y (r)
)
(a) 6= 0, since otherwise [1, Lemma 6.8.1] would give a pc-sequence (bρ) in
K equivalent to (aρ) such that
∂G
∂Y (r)
(bρ)  0, contradicting the minimality of G. In view of
P1 =
∑r
i=0
∂G
∂Y (i)
(a) · Y (i), this gives P1 6= 0.
For ddeg
a
G = 1, it is enough by [1, Corollary 6.6.6] that ddegG+a,×g = 1 for some ρ and g ∈ K
×
with v(g) = γρ. As (Pd)×g = (G+a,×g)d for g ∈ K
×, it suffices to show that for all d > 1 with
Pd 6= 0 we have vPd(γρ) > vP1(γρ), eventually. Now P1 6= 0, so if d > 1 and Pd 6= 0, then
vPd(γρ)− vP1(γρ) = v(Pd)− v(P1) + (d− 1)γρ + o(γρ),
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by [1, Corollary 6.1.5], and thus vPd(γρ) > vP1(γρ), eventually, since (γρ) is cofinal in Γ. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose Γ is a union of convex subgroups with the dh-configuration property. Then
Γ has the dh-configuration property.
Proof. Let Γ =
⋃
i∈I ∆i for some index set I, where each ∆i is a nontrivial convex subgroup of Γ
with the dh-configuration property. The case that Γ = ∆i for some i ∈ I is trivial, so suppose
Γ 6= ∆i for each i ∈ I. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with a minimal differential polynomial G(Y )
over K. Set a := cK(aρ) and γρ := v(aρ+1 − aρ); we can assume that (γρ) is strictly increasing.
If (aρ) is ∆i-jammed for some i, then ddegaG = 1 by the argument from Case 2 in the proof of
Proposition 3.1. If (aρ) is not ∆i-jammed for any i, then (γρ) is cofinal in Γ, so ddegaG = 1 by
Lemma 3.3. 
Corollary 3.5. If Γ is the union of its finite rank convex subgroups, then Γ has the dh-configuration
property.
4. Main results
We now show how the desired results follow from the dh-configuration property, without other
assumptions on Γ. Theorem 4.3 is stated for K with the dh-configuration property, while Theorems
4.2 and 4.5 are stated for Γ with the dh-configuration property. (In fact, all that is needed in the
latter two theorems is that all immediate extensions of K have the dh-configuration property.)
The results claimed in the introduction then follow in view of Corollary 3.5. We first use the dh-
configuration property to find pseudolimits of pc-sequences that are also zeroes of their minimal
differential-polynomials. The argument is the same as in [1, Lemma 7.4.2].
Lemma 4.1. Suppose K has the dh-configuration property. Let (aρ) be a divergent pc-sequence in
K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y ) over K. Let L be a d-algebraically maximal extension
of K such that kL is linearly surjective. Then aρ  b and G(b) = 0 for some b ∈ L.
Proof. Note that L is d-henselian by [1, Theorem 7.0.1]. Since L is d-algebraically maximal and the
derivation of kL is nontrivial, every pc-sequence in L of d-algebraic type over L has a pseudolimit
in L by [1, Lemma 6.9.3]. Thus we get a ∈ L\K with aρ  a. Passing to an equivalent pc-sequence
we arrange that G(aρ) 0. With γρ = v(aρ+1 − aρ) = v(a− aρ), eventually, the dh-configuration
property gives gρ ∈ K with v(gρ) = γρ and ddegG+aρ,×gρ = 1, eventually. By [1, Corollary 6.6.6],
ddegG+a,×gρ = 1, eventually. We have G(a + Y ) = G(a) + A(Y ) + R(Y ) where A is linear and
homogeneous and all monomials in R have degree > 2, and so
G+a,×gρ(Y ) = G(a) +A×gρ(Y ) +R×gρ(Y ).
Now ddegG+a,×gρ = 1 eventually, so v(G(a)) > vA(γρ) < vR(γρ) eventually. With v(G, a) as
in [1, §7.3] we get v(G, a) > v(a − aρ), eventually. Then [1, Lemma 7.3.1] gives b ∈ L with
vL(a− b) = v(G, a) and G(b) = 0, so vL(a− b) > v(a− aρ) eventually. Thus aρ  b. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose k is linearly surjective and Γ has the dh-configuration property. Then
any two maximal immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K. Also, any two d-algebraically
maximal d-algebraic immediate extensions of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. Let L0 and L1 be maximal immediate extensions of K. By Zorn we have a maximal isomor-
phism µ : F0 ∼=K F1 between valued differential subfields Fi ⊇ K of Li for i = 0, 1, where “maximal”
means that µ does not extend to an isomorphism between strictly larger such valued differential
subfields. Suppose towards a contradiction that F0 6= L0 (equivalently, F1 6= L1). Then F0 is not
spherically complete, so we have a divergent pc-sequence (aρ) in F0.
Suppose (aρ) is of d-transcendental type over F0. The spherical completeness of L0 and L1 then
yields f0 ∈ L0 and f1 ∈ L1 such that aρ  f0 and µ(aρ)  f1. Hence by [1, Lemma 6.9.1] we
obtain an isomorphism F0〈f0〉 ∼= F1〈f1〉 extending µ, contradicting the maximality of µ.
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Suppose (aρ) is of d-algebraic type over F0, with minimal differential polynomial G over F0.
Then Lemma 4.1 gives f0 ∈ L0 with aρ  f0 and G(f0) = 0, and f1 ∈ L1 with µ(aρ)  f1 and
Gµ(f1) = 0. Now [1, Lemma 6.9.3] gives an isomorphism F0〈f0〉 ∼= F1〈f1〉 extending µ, and we
have again a contradiction. Thus F0 = L0 and hence F1 = L1 as well.
The proof of the second statement is the same, using only [1, Lemma 6.9.3]. 
In the case of few constants, we have the following additional results. The first has essentially the
same proof as [1, Theorem 7.0.3].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose K has the dh-configuration property. Let L be a d-henselian extension of
K with few constants. Let (aρ) be a pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y )
over K. Then (aρ) has a pseudolimit in L. In particular, if K itself is d-henselian and has few
constants, then it is d-algebraically maximal.
Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that (aρ) is divergent in L. Then [1, Lemma 6.9.3] shows
that G has order > 1 (since L is henselian) and provides a proper immediate extension L〈a〉 of L
with aρ  a. Replacing (aρ) by an equivalent pc-sequence in K, we arrange that G(aρ) 0.
By the dh-configuration property, ddeg
a
G = 1. Taking gρ ∈ K with v(gρ) = γρ we have
ddegG+aρ,×gρ = 1, eventually. By removing some initial terms of the sequence, we arrange that
this holds for all ρ and that v(a − aρ) = γρ for all ρ. By d-henselianity and [1, Lemma 7.1.1], we
have zρ ∈ L with G(zρ) = 0 and aρ − zρ 4 gρ. From a− aρ ≍ gρ we get a− zρ 4 gρ.
Let r > 1 be the order of G. By [1, Lemma 2.2.19], (γρ) is cofinal in v(a − K), so there are
indices ρ0 < ρ1 < · · · < ρr+1 such that a− zρj ≺ a− zρi , for 0 6 i < j 6 r + 1. Then
zρi − zρi−1 ≍ a− zρi−1 ≻ a− zρi ≍ zρi+1 − zρi , for 1 6 i 6 r.
We have a− zρr+1 ≺ a− zρ0 4 gρ0 , so zρ0 − zρr+1 4 gρ0 , and thus also aρ0 − zρr+1 4 gρ0 . Hence
ddegG+zρr+1 ,×gρ0 = ddegG+zρ0 ,×gρ0 = ddegG+aρ0 ,×gρ0 = 1
by [1, Lemma 6.6.6]. Thus, with zρi in the role of yi, for 0 6 i 6 r + 1, and gρ0 in the role of g, we
have reached a contradiction with [1, Lemma 7.5.5]. 
Next a result playing the same role in Theorem 4.5 as Lemma 4.1 played in Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.4. If K has the dh-configuration property, L is a d-henselian extension of K with few
constants, and (aρ) is a divergent pc-sequence in K with minimal differential polynomial G(Y ) over
K, then aρ  b and G(b) = 0 for some b ∈ L.
Proof. Follow the proof of Lemma 4.1, invoking Theorem 4.3 instead of d-algebraic maximality. 
To our knowledge, the following is the first known result about differential-henselizations.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and Γ has the dh-configuration
property. Then K has a d-henselization, and any two d-henselizations of K are isomorphic over K.
Proof. By [1, Corollary 9.4.11] we have an immediate asymptotic d-henselian extension Kdh of K
that is d-algebraic over K and has no proper d-henselian subfields containing K. By Theorems 4.3
and 4.2, there is up to isomorphism over K just one such extension.
Let L be an immediate d-henselian extension of K; then L is asymptotic by [1, Lemmas 9.4.2
and 9.4.5]. To see that Kdh embeds over K into L, use an argument similar to that in the proof of
Theorem 4.2, using Corollary 4.4 in place of Lemma 4.1. Thus Kdh is a d-henselization of K and
any d-henselization of K is isomorphic over K to Kdh. 
In fact, the argument shows that Kdh as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 embeds over K into any (not
necessarily immediate) asymptotic d-henselian extension of K.
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Corollary 4.6. Suppose K is asymptotic, k is linearly surjective, and Γ has the dh-configuration
property. Then any immediate d-henselian extension of K that is d-algebraic over K is a d-
henselization of K.
Proof. LetKdh be the d-henselization ofK from the proof of Theorem 4.5. ThenKdh is asymptotic,
so has few constants, and is thus d-algebraically maximal by Theorem 4.3. Hence any K-embedding
Kdh → L into an immediate d-algebraic d-henselian extension L of K is surjective. 
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